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Comparing post-event and pre-event damage assessment: Information
gaps and lessons learnt
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Abstract. Post event damage and needs assessment can supply fundamental information to feed risk models, i.e. data
to define, calibrate and validate risk models. The lack or low quality of information regarding damage and losses
collected in the aftermath of events conditions the quality of pre-event scenarios, thus affecting also the significance
and the relevance of cost benefit analyses on mitigation measures to reduce the severity and magnitude of damage
that are expected. Data collected in the aftermath of disasters are usually not suitable to this aim. Mostly, data on
damage explicative variables (i.e. hazard, exposure, vulnerability and mitigation actions) are missing; damage data
themselves can be also unsuitable as they refer to different spatial or temporal scales than those at which damage
models work. In such a context, this paper presents results from the European Project IDEA (Improving Damage
assessments to Enhance cost-benefit Analyses). The project is a response to the very limited reliability of data
currently used to support cost-benefit analyses for natural hazards mitigation. The main objective of IDEA is an
improvement of both damage data quality and procedures to collect and manage them. The paper focus in detail on
the investigation of how improved damage data can better support the risk-modelling process. To this aim, the flood
hitting the Umbria Region (Italy) in 2012 and the earthquake event that stuck the municipality of Lorca (Spain) in
2011 were investigated. Observed damages and damage predictions based on data that were available before the
disaster have been compared. The comparison had several objectives:
- to verify the reliability of damage models that are currently used for damage estimation and that are proposed in
literature;
- to identify data gaps in pre-event assessment that could be narrowed by better damage data. This is relevant for
showing what data are currently missing in risk modelling but could be obtained at reasonable costs;
- to identify sectors for which pre-event damage assessment cannot be carried out or is carried out at the expense of
large uncertainties and/or roughness;
- to show how improved risk modelling could better feed cost benefit analyses of pre-event mitigation measures.
Keywords: Flood damage models, cost-benefit analysis, flood risk mitigation, damage assessment

1 Introduction
The idea that good quality damage data are essential
to risk prevention is not new (see for example the rather
ample discussion provided by [1]). The main limits of
existing collected data and databases are summarized in
two recent reports by JRC ([2, 3]). The lack of reliable,
consistent and comparable damage data to understand
damage mechanisms and to support the development of
reliable damage models has been seen as an obstacle for
reliable risk assessment, by several authors (see e.g. [4,
5]). Limitations of available flood damage data are
mainly due, in this case, to the intent for which data have
been collected in the past. Most of existing flood damage
databases were created to support the loss accounting and
compensation processes by private and public agencies.
Coherently, information on damage explicative variables
a

(i.e. hazard, exposure and vulnerability) was rarely
collected, limiting the possibility of exploring damage
mechanisms and of developing reliable damage models
(see e.g. [6]). Another problem concerns the spatial scale
of the assessment; most of existing flood databases
supply only aggregated damages at the meso- or macroscale (i.e. at the level of a municipality, a province or a
region) whereas information at the micro-local scale is
also required for damage modelling, depending on the
asset under consideration. At last, damage modelling
requires sector based information (damage to buildings,
roads, industrial activities, etc.), while most of times only
the total damage is reported. As in the case of flood
event, it is clearly very important to verify to what extent
pre-event damage assessment correspond to at least in
terms of gross quantities to the impact of real event. Even
though risk assessment and scenario modelling is much
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([8]), the Flood-IMPAT methodology requires the
following steps: hazard assessment, vulnerability
assessment, exposure assessment, and damage
assessment according to the hazard and the vulnerability
of exposed assets. The procedure has a modular structure,
composed of independent modules. Each module refers to
a specific exposed sector (e.g. residential buildings,
infrastructures, and people) and a specific type of damage
(i.e. direct, indirect, and intangible). While the procedure
for hazard assessment is common to all modules, models
for exposure/vulnerability and damage assessment are
specific for each module, and independent from each
other. This way, the procedure can be implemented or
changed module by module, avoiding that a singular
change would affect the entire procedure.
Within the IDEA project, the Flood-IMPAT
methodology was implemented to reproduce impacts
observed after the November 2012 flood event in
Umbria. Furthermore, a comparison between the
modelled damage estimations based on data that were
available before the disaster and the observed data has
been carried out.

more advanced in seismic risk sectors, limits in the
reliability of current damage estimations to industries and
critical infrastructure can still be highlighted.
Within this context, the IDEA (Improving Damage
assessments to Enhance cost-benefit Analysis) project
aims at developing enhanced methods and tools for the
collection, analysis and use for multiple purposes of
disaster loss data (e.g. vi        
investigation to support sustainable recovery and
reconstruction, improvement of current risk assessment
models).
This paper shows the results of a comparison process
between damage predictions based on data that were
available before the disaster and observed damages
respectively in the case of the Umbria flood in 2012 and
the earthquake event in Lorca in 2011, with the main
objective of understanding how improved damage data
can better support the risk-modelling process.

2 The Umbria Case Study
2.1 Background

 The Umbria region is located in the central Italy.
Here, between the 12nd and the 14th of November 2012
diverse rivers have exceeded the alarm and flooding
thresholds causing significant effects on the ground. The
flood event with a return period of 200 years for the
Paglia and Nestore rivers has occurred affecting 58
municipalities, and in particular the municipalities of
Marsciano, the hamlet both of Ponticelli (Città della
Pieve) and Orvieto Scalo (Orvieto), damaging directly
and indirectly populations, infrastructures and buildings
as well as industries, farms, and public services supply.
Orvieto is located in the province of Terni, in the
southwest area of Umbria. The city has a population of
about of 21,500 and it is divided into downtown Orvieto
and Orvieto Scalo. The flood did not affect Orvieto,
while in the case of Orvieto Scalo water has reached its
peak in a very short time and the height recorded in this
area was between 1 m and 2.30 m. This area acts as hub
of connection linking Orvieto to Rome since here are all
located the train station, bus station, and the highway.
Moreover, here are located the majority of industrial
activities.

2.3 Pre-Damage Assessment
 The methodology has been applied focusing in
particular on the municipalities of Città della Pieve and
Orvieto (Figure 1). As hazards maps were used the maps
elaborated by the Tiber River Authority. However, such
maps and related reports do not provide water velocity
and heights in case of flooding, therefore while running
the model different heights were used to develop ex-ante
scenarios of flooding. Here we will present the results for
the height of 1.50 m and their comparison with real data
collected on the field. With reference to the exposure, the
Corine Land Cover is used distinguishing between
different land uses and to each type of soil has been
associated an economic value. Data used for the
                 
from Real Estate and Property Price Database (OMI, in
Italian, acronym of Osservatorio del Mercato
Immobiliare), and the total floor surface area of buildings
per census block is supplied by the national statistical
office (ISTAT, in Italian, acronym of Istituto Nazionale
di Statistica). With regard to industrial activities,
reference was made to the classes of ATECO by ISTAT;
also in this case with the awareness of the limits of a
procedure that does not consider the size of the activity in
terms of employees, but works only on the basis of the
surface exposed.

2.2 Flood-IMPAT in a nutshell

Before this flood event, an analysis of past flood
events in Umbria was carried out jointly with the Umbria
Regional Civil Protection department. This research
showed that data were not suitable as information
concerning vulnerability of residential and economic
vulnerability or damage to infrastructures were missing
as well as data refer to different spatial scales than those
at which the developed model, Flood-IMPAT FloodIMPAT methodology (i.e. Integrated Meso-scale
Procedure to Assess Territorial flood risk) ([7]), works.
Coherently with the definition of risk (i.e. damage)
as a combination of hazard, exposure and vulnerability

3 Damage assessment analysis
In the case of the flooded area of the Municipality of
Orvieto, a double assessment was carried out applying
the Flood-IMPAT procedure: the first based on official
data (PAI - hydrogeological plan, in Italian, acronym of
Piani di Assetto Idrogeologico - in force at the time of the
flood and the land use provided by the Corine Land
Cover). The second evaluation was conducted by
changing both PAI using the revised PAI and the Corine
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Damage to
residential
buildings

Damage to
agriculture

[Euro]

[Euro]

[Euro]

[Euro]

Città della
Pieve

6.152.775

958.373

4.062.436

1.131.965

Orvieto

3.106.488

1.799.389

1.307.098

0

Orvieto
updated
data

28.691.776

0

2.164.764

26.527.012

Marsciano

2.484.938

884.408

737.894

862.635
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Further analyses have been carried out with reference to
agriculture damages and population at risk. Regarding
the latter (population at risk), the assessment map shows
mostly a low level of risk due probably to the low level of
population attributed to the statistical unit. In details, in
the Southern area of Orvieto Scalo, nearby the Adunata
Bridge, there is a parking plot identified as a gathering
point in the municipal Civil Protection plan, which was
completely flooded in 2012. As it can be notice such area
is not pointed out by the damage assessment underlining
the need: (1) to collect more accurate data to better
perform damage assessment analysis; (ii) to integrate
damage assessment with mitigation strategies; (iii) to
integrate modelling activities with local knowledge.
The damage assessment executed for the Municipality
of Città della Pieve highlights that the residential and
industrial areas located in the hamlet of Ponticelli in the
municipality of Ponticelli have the highest economic
value. However, it is worth noting that the industrial area
of Città della Pieve was not fully mapped in the land
use map, the Corine Land Cover 2006, available at the
time of the flood event in 2012. Therefore, the lack of a
more detailed land use map affected the pre-damage
assessment resulting in an underestimation of the damage
to industries. Besides, the analysis at the meso-scale
carried out to assess the expected damages to residences
in the hamlet of Ponticelli (Figure 2a) shows how all the
residential area should be damaged according to the
selected damage scenario. However, the comparison
between the expected damages with the data collected on

Damage to
industries

Total
Damage

Municipality

Land Cover land use layer, which was erroneously
reporting the prevalent residential use, whereas in reality
it is industrial. Obviously, setting the entire area as
industrial contributes to make an error in the assessment
at the local scale, but such error is much smaller than to
consider this area as only residential. With reference to
              !""#$" 
       %       &       
analysis appraises industrial and residential damages
respectively for 26,52!%'   %  (Table 1). In
parallel to damage estimation, a reconstruction on the real
damage occurred has been carried out on the basis of a
table with the total amount of damages claimed by
companies set up by the Municipality of Orvieto
integrated with the data of the individual tabs collected
by municipal police in response to complaints of the
companies affected. As results from the analysis of the
real data, the total industrial damage results to be of
'!'($$!')$*) +           & en the
estimation data with the real data there are no damages to
the productive activities in Figure 1a, which uses the land
uses of the database Corine Land Cover 2006, while
damage are evident in the map at the bottom in Figure 1b,
in which the residential use has been converted to
industrial use. Consistently with the previous results, the
analyses concerning industrial activities focusing on
damages to structures and to contents show the
discrepancy in the results according to the land use
applied while running the model. Hence, it must be said
that in order to realize a good damage assessment a good
information as input is essential to reach consistent and
reliable results. Yet, once lowered the error due to the
erroneous land use in the Corine Land Cover data, the
Flood-IMPAT procedure shows on the base of the
obtained results a good level of reliability.
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the field regarding observed damages to residential
buildings (Figure 2b) shows that not all the buildings
were affected by the flood event in 2012. It is worth
noting thus that having data as those collected in the
aftermath concerning vulnerability of the residential
building placed in this area would be helpful to increase
the accuracy in the pre-assessment evaluation.
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4 The Lorca Case Study
4.1 Background
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4.2 Risk and damage modelling. Earthquake
scenarios
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4.4 Damage simulation. Indirect approach
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4.3 Damage simulation. Direct approach
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5 Discussion
The analysis in section 3 highlights that absolute
damage values can change significantly according to the
implemented model. At the same time, accurate estimates
are required to carry out cost-benefit analyses. Models
validation is thus desirable in the future, the aim being to
identify the most suitable model for investigated context;
however, a problem arises in this regard about the current
lack of data on past flood events. From another
perspective but linked to earlier point, results uncertainty
should be investigated. Although a deterministic
approach is implemented in Flood-IMPAT, several
sources of uncertainty can be identified which influence
results reliability; among them it is the uncertainty about
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exposure values and damage models as shown by the
Umbria case study. Confidence intervals should be then
identified for damage assessment results so that decision
makers are aware of their uncertainty when mitigation
strategies are discussed. Again, comparison with past
data is required. It is important to stress that not only
damage models should be investigated but also models
for exposure estimation. Indeed, this is a crucial aspect on
which literature rarely focused in the past; existing
models for exposure estimation should be verified and
new models should be developed where they do not exist.
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6 Conclusion
This paper describes the results of comparative
analyses carried out between pre-damage assessments
based on data that were available before the disaster and
observed damages respectively in the case of the Umbria
flood in 2012 and the earthquake event in Lorca in 2011.
The study highlights the main limits related to the real
implementation of available models both in case of flood
and earthquake events; among them, the two most critical
ones are usually the lack of or the low quality of data (i.e.
exposure data, damage data) for feeding risk models or
against which models can be validated.
According to this, the research activity carried out
shows how damage data that now are not collected or are
not collected in reliable and consistent manner could not
only be obtained at a reasonable but they would improve
pre-assessment analysis. Moreover, the paper shows how
handling uncertainty may improve risk-modelling
capacities opening the floor to several innovations
whereas models/tools for damage estimation are lacking.

As shown by the case of Città della Pieve, the lack of
a more detailed land use map as well as of a residential
building characterization did not allow: (i) to feed the
model to obtain a more accurate assessment at the local
scale of (future) damages and; (ii) to better understand
the causes for which some buildings placed within the
flooded area were not damaged. Hence, the case study
underlines two main issues. On one hand, the fact that
risk-modelling outputs may be conditioned by the quality
of data input. According to this, it is worth to note that, as
a general norm, the selection of mitigation strategies
should not be based only on meso-scale analyses but
more specific studies are required, e.g. micro-scale/object
oriented analysis taking into consideration also those
facets that cannot be assessed by methods working at the
meso-scale. On the other hand, it raises the need of a
better understating of how information on land use
coverage (i.e. vulnerability) influences damage
assessment in terms of the spatial distribution of damage.
Linked to these two points, a further factor refers to the
need to collect flood damage data in the aftermath in a
manner useful to create consistent and reliable flood
databases, which meet the objectives of risk mitigation,
before and after floods occurrence.
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